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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Food Foresight, a 2020 study by EIT Food on the impact of COVID-19 on the agro-food 
sector in 12 countries of Central and Eastern Europe, including Poland, reports that it was 
the HoReCa industry that received the worst blow during the pandemic, also due to numer-
ous lockdowns.

Undoubtedly, gastronomy has recently had a very strenuous time. In their struggle for survival, 
restaurants had to modify not only the way they worked, but also their offer, sales channels, 
employee management, cooperation with suppliers and communication with customers. Right 
now, the industry is changing, both in terms of mindset and business operations. The time has 
come to build new strategies. How can sustainability and best practices be included in them?

“Direction: Restaurant of the Future” is a project by EIT Food, carried out in cooperation 
with FOR Solutions and Design Provision. Its purpose was to investigate the main direc-
tions of transformation in the HoReCa sector and to support its participants in introducing 
more responsible and sustainable practices, despite the pandemic. This bottom-up initiative 
involved industry practitioners at every stage, so the proposed practices and tools developed 
were relevant and practical.

Key goals of the project were: to aggregate recommended sustainable and responsible practi-
ces for the sector, to reinforce sustainability in Restaurants of the Future and to present the 
directions of sustainable practices to market participants. The project also aims to prepare 
the ground for dialogue and sharing of experiences in the international arena.

The project “Direction: Restaurant of the Future” comprised four stages. A workshop defining 
the scope of the project was held, featuring industry participants, followed by a desk research 
and a qualitative research based on in-depth interviews with stakeholders representing various 
companies from the HoReCa sector. The companies surveyed included not only restaurants, 
but also food producers and packaging suppliers. Both of the research stages then became 
the foundation for co-creative workshops, during which experienced restaurateurs, chefs, and 
practitioners related to gastronomy developed a list of best practices, supported by specific 
examples and measurable benefits.

Project report “Direction: Restaurant of the Future” summarizes the findings of the study 
and presents the inspirations developed, as well as a set of practical tips, by professionals, 
for professionals.

https://www.eitfood.eu/food-foresight
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| EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THIS DOCUMENT INCLUDES:

LANDSCAPE 2021

A broad-stroke illustration of the HoReCa industry during the 
pandemic, seen from the market, employee and customer 
perspective. Gastronomy was also presented in the context 
of current and potential sustainable practices in the sector. 
The summary also provides an overview of sustainability 
trends that are gaining momentum globally in 2021, for both 
businesses and consumers.

MARKET INSIGHTS

The main problems of the sector were identified based on 
secondary sources of research as well as in-depth interviews 
with HoReCa representatives. The list is supplemented with 
a reflection on the identified challenges and opportunities. 
Sustainable practices for the HoReCa segment listed in the 
study were compiled in the following areas: people, food and 
logistics.

BEST PRACTICES

The proposed sustainable practices, developed during the 
co-creative workshop with representatives of the HoReCa 
sector, are a set of best practices supplemented with a list 
of resulting benefits and proposals for the first steps to 
their implementation. The aim of the listing is to inspire and 
support gastronomy professionals in introducing sustainable 
practices in their companies.
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1. GASTRONOMY 2021: A LANDSCAPE DURING THE 
PANDEMIC

Businesses in the HoReCa industry had to promptly adapt to the new reality, which is even 
more fragile, unstable, and non-linear than before. The unstable business situation due to 
lockdowns and changes in legal regulations turned out to be quite a challenge. Equally taxing 
was the need to introduce numerous modifications in all areas of business, from the offer to 
logistics, not to mention staffing problems. Furthermore, consumers’ pandemic changed the 
needs and habits of consumers, and accelerated the crystallization of their new preferences.

As shown by the results of the consumer research “ C O V I D - 1 9   i m p a c t   o n   c o n s u m e r   f o o d   b 
e h a v i o r s   i n   E u r o p e ” , conducted by EIT Food in 10 European countries, including Poland, the 
growing interest of consumers in nutrition was followed by increased attention paid to the 
origin and quality of the products. Safe and ecological packaging has also become important 
for the customers. Changes can also be observed in the choices of food sources. These days, 
consumers are more often choosing to order food online.

The context in which the gastronomy sector operates today is determined not only by the 
pandemic. The industry is impacted by the progress of digitization and technology develop-
ment, as well as by climate change and the resulting need to preserve the environment. The 
introduced and planned legal requirements to increase the sustainability of the HoReCa sector 
as part of the European Green Deal and the From Farm to Fork strategy are also important.

https://www.eitfood.eu/media/news-pdf/COVID-19_Study_-_European_Food_Behaviours_-_Report.pdf
https://www.eitfood.eu/media/news-pdf/COVID-19_Study_-_European_Food_Behaviours_-_Report.pdf
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| GASTRONOMY 2021: A LANDSCAPE DURING THE PANDEMIC 

THE MARKET

After the pandemic received a severe blow, in the third quarter of 2021, restaurateurs are trying 
to regain balance in view of the next wave of the pandemic and the related restrictions. They 
have had it hard due to the rapidly growing costs and enormous effort related to preparing 
their premises to operate in the “new normality”.

The impossibility of long-term planning, as well as operating under constant change and 
uncertainty made survival a priority for restaurateurs. Previously used sustainable practices 
are often abandoned as a lower priority.
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72 300 20 000
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Sources:

1. Rynek HoReCa w Polsce 2021. Analiza rynku i prognozy rozwoju na lata 2021-2026 [HoReCa market in 
Poland 2021. ], PMR, h t t p s : / / w w w . f x m a g . p l / a r t y k u l / r y n e k - h o r e c a - w - p o l s c e - 2 0 2 1 - a n a l i z a - r y n k u - i - p r o g n o z 
a - r o z w o j u - n a - l a t a - 2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 6 ,   h t t p s : / / m y p m r . p r o / p r o d u c t s / r y n e k - h o r e c a - w - p o l s c e - 2 0 2 1 .

2. Analiza rynku i prognoza rozwoju na lata 2021-2026 przygotowany przez PMR [Market analysis and growth 
forecast for 2021-2026 by PMR], Ratujmy Polskie Restauracje, h t t p s : / / z p p . n e t . p l / w p - c o n t e n t / u p l o a d s / 2 0 2 0 
/ 0 7 / R a p o r t - Z P P - R a t u j m y - p o l s k i e - r e s t a u r a c j e . p d f .

3. Raport Branżowy. Działalność usługowa Związana z Wyżywieniem [Industry report. Services related to
food (PKD 56)], Bank Ochrony Środowiska, h t t p s : / / w w w . b o s b a n k . p l / _ _ d a t a / a s s e t s / p d f _ f i l e / 0 0 2 8 / 3 4 9 5 7 / B O S 

B a n k _ R e s t a u r a c j e _ 2 0 2 1 . 0 4 . p d f .
4. Sectoral social dialogue - Hotel, restaurant and catering (HoReCa), h t t p s : / / e c . e u r o p a . e u / s o c i a l / m a i n . j s p ? c a t I d 

= 4 8 0 & i n t P a g e I d = 1 8 3 7 & l a n g I d = e n .
5. Number of enterprises in the restaurants and mobile food service activities industry in the European Union 

(EU-28) in 2018, by country, Statista, h t t p s : / / w w w . s t a t i s t a . c o m / s t a t i s t i c s / 6 8 4 2 1 1 / n u m b e r - o f - e n t e r p r i s e s - i 
n - t h e - f o o d - a n d - b e v e r a g e - s e r v i c e - i n d u s t r y - i n - t h e - e u - b y - c o u n t r y .

https://www.fxmag.pl/artykul/rynek-horeca-w-polsce-2021-analiza-rynku-i-prognoza-rozwoju-na-lata-2021-2026
https://www.fxmag.pl/artykul/rynek-horeca-w-polsce-2021-analiza-rynku-i-prognoza-rozwoju-na-lata-2021-2026
https://mypmr.pro/products/rynek-horeca-w-polsce-2021
https://zpp.net.pl/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Raport-ZPP-Ratujmy-polskie-restauracje.pdf
https://zpp.net.pl/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Raport-ZPP-Ratujmy-polskie-restauracje.pdf
https://www.bosbank.pl/__data/assets/pdf_%EF%AC%81le/0028/34957/BOSBank_Restauracje_2021.04.pdf
https://www.bosbank.pl/__data/assets/pdf_%EF%AC%81le/0028/34957/BOSBank_Restauracje_2021.04.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=480&intPageId=1837&langId=en
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=480&intPageId=1837&langId=en
https://www.statista.com/statistics/684211/number-of-enterprises-in-the-food-and-beverage-service-industry-in-the-eu-by-country
https://www.statista.com/statistics/684211/number-of-enterprises-in-the-food-and-beverage-service-industry-in-the-eu-by-country
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“Due to the uncertainty caused by the pandemic, people associate HoReCa 
with a high-risk industry.”

- ADAM DROZDOWSKI, PARTNER CENTER

The pandemic proved that players who are flexible, courageous, and who are open to change 
and efficiently implementing new strategies and solutions came out as winners. As the results 
of the study show, many restaurateurs were able to deal with the crisis.

First of all, they focused on maintaining experienced and well-coordinated teams. Second, they 
have approached data analysis professionally to optimize costs and revenues. Thirdly, they 
decided to step outside their comfort zone by offering completely new products and leveraging 
previously unexplored sales channels. Many of the best practices discovered during the crisis 
have permanently entered the restaurant’s business model, generating additional income.

PEOPLE
Working in the HoReCa industry is exhausting and often subject to a lot of pressure. Regardless 
of the position, it requires lots of sacrifice, also in personal life, but it does not ensure social 
respect and is not always well paid. Many young people treat employment in the gastronomy 
sector as temporary, which causes a shortage of qualified specialists. These difficulties are 
exacerbated by unfavorable demographic trends and the growing war for talents, in which 
gastronomy often loses.

A modern gastronomy employee needs a job that not only provides them with a liveli-
hood but also ensures satisfaction and development opportunities. Therefore, HoReCa 
industry in Poland needs professionalization and extensive education to become 
an attractive workplace, and not only a source of temporary or additional income. 

“Private life is already hard enough, your job doesn’t have to add to it. Work 
should be fun and, if possible, pay decent money. I work 80 hours a week with 
my team, so the workplace atmosphere is important to me.”

- WAITER WITH A WARSAW RESTAURANT
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“I have the impression that our main problem is working hours, that we either 
work too little or too much.”

- CATERING COMPANY

FOOD
Increasingly, restaurateurs realize that a properly arranged menu and the maximum use of food 
products reduce not only the food cost, but also the costs of waste disposal. However, the problem 
of suboptimal food use still exists, as confirmed by the data of the Federation of Polish Food Banks. 
Their 2020 report “Skala marnotrawstwa żywności w Polsce” (“The scale of food waste in Poland”) 
shows that approximately 5 million tons of food is wasted in Poland every year. This industry report 
attributes just over 1% of the total volume of wasted food to the HoReCa sector, but it is assumed 
that this data could be incomplete as restaurateurs do not track unused food professionally. They 
are also unwilling to use technology to better estimate its volume.

The study “Marnotrawstwo żywności w gastronomii – skala i przyczyny, możliwości i ogran-
iczenia” (“Scale and causes, possibilities and limitations of food mismanagement in gastron-
omy”) by researchers from the Warsaw University of Life Sciences reports indicators similar 
to those found in the report by the Polish Food Banks. Scientists estimate the scale of food 
waste in the HoReCa sector at more than 56,000 tons per year. The authors of the study 
found that the most commonly thrown away foods are unfinished, spoiled or expired, as well 
as cold-served dishes and wilted fruit and vegetables.

Apart from the need to use the product optimally, what counts is the quality and origin of the 
product. In addition, the popularity of plant-based cuisine among consumers and customers of 
gastronomy is increasing. According to MINTEL, one fifth of Poles already admit that vegan diet 
has become more attractive to them during the pandemic. As many as 62% of respondents in 
Poland declare that they had increased the amount of fruit and vegetables in their diet within 
the last 12 months prior to May 2020.1

“Consumers are becoming more and more aware of their food choices and 
consumption behavior. They will choose companies that share their values on 
socially important issues and increasingly treat plants as an essential ingredi-
ent in their diet, keeping in mind their health and the welfare of the planet.”2

PATRICIA HOMA, DIRECTOR OF THE PROVEG POLAND FOUNDATION.

“I believe the pandemic only strengthened our belief that vegan cuisine is the 
right direction and that there is no turning back.”

- RESTAURATEUR, FRANCHISE OWNER

1 In: Roślinne alternatywy w Polsce: Rynek, konsumenci i trendy, s.18, ProVeg, h t t p s : / / p r o v e g . p r o w l y . c o m / 1 4 5 3 
4 7 - r o s l i n n e - a l t e r n a t y w y - w - p o l s c e - r y n e k - k o n s u m e n c i - t r e n d y - n o w y - r a p o r t - f u n d a c j i - p r o v e g 

2 Roślinne alternatywy w Polsce: rynek, konsumenci, trendy. Nowy raport Fundacji ProVeg, h t t p s : / / p r o v e g . p r o w 
l y . c o m / 1 4 5 3 4 7 - r o s l i n n e - a l t e r n a t y w y - w - p o l s c e - r y n e k - k o n s u m e n c i - t r e n d y - n o w y - r a p o r t - f u n d a c j i - p r o v e g .

https://projektprom.pl/index.php/aktualnosci/67-jaka-jest-skala-marnotrawstwa-zywnosci-w-polsce-gdzie-sa-najwieksze-straty-2
https://proveg.prowly.com/145347-roslinne-alternatywy-w-polsce-rynek-konsumenci-trendy-nowy-raport-fundacji-proveg
https://proveg.prowly.com/145347-roslinne-alternatywy-w-polsce-rynek-konsumenci-trendy-nowy-raport-fundacji-proveg
https://proveg.prowly.com/145347-roslinne-alternatywy-w-polsce-rynek-konsumenci-trendy-nowy-raport-fundacji-proveg
https://proveg.prowly.com/145347-roslinne-alternatywy-w-polsce-rynek-konsumenci-trendy-nowy-raport-fundacji-proveg
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LOGISTICS
In 2020, the way in which gastronomy reaches customers with a product has changed signif-
icantly. Many restaurants launched delivery of ready-made meals and offered semi-finished 
products for DYI cooking, as well as preserves. Restaurateurs established contacts with home 
delivery companies (Wolt, Pyszne.pl, UberEats) or retrained their staff and suppliers. Some 
have opted for direct sales through their website or social media channels.

During the pandemic, consumers began to pay attention to how deliveries are made. In the 
face of the rapidly increasing amount of packaging used, mainly plastic, and the costs of waste 
disposal, pro-environmental practices have been introduced, e.g., 5-liter reusable milk bags, 
replacement delivery boxes and take-out packaging, inspired by home methods. Attempts 
have also been made to minimize the use of paper by displaying the menu on a screen, or by 
using a QR code.

TECHNOLOGY
Gastronomy has a great potential to improve or automate repetitive and cumbersome activ-
ities. However, many restaurateurs lack knowledge of innovative solutions, not only digital, 
but also machinery, materials or products, e.g. ecological packaging.

Many restaurants do not analyze available data or optimize intangible assets, such as working 
time. What is more, restaurateurs are not willing to invest in unfamiliar solutions and devices, 
although they could be used to manage a restaurant more efficiently.

Solutions for the gastronomy industry include those that prevent waste as well as those that 
extend the life of products. For example, Spoiler Alert is an app that analyzes unsold goods 
and facilitates the donation of food to charities. On the other hand, Winnow or Orbisk (one of 
EIT Food Rising Food Stars startups) support waste reporting and food management.

“By monitoring food and optimizing its use with the help of new solutions, in 
the first 2 years, we managed to reduce the amount of food wasted by 54%. 
Savings and improving food cost are a good incentive. I measured it. Saving 
by weighing leftovers and introducing corrections can reduce the total costs 
by up to 2%. In the light of today’s food prices and waste disposal costs, that’s 
a lot of money.”

JAKUB EMANUEL MALEC, CHEF AT NOVOTEL WARSAW, ACCOR

As packaging manufacturers invest in innovation, greener solutions become available. For 
example, Biotrem offers innovative packaging made of wheat bran, and TetraPak – plastics 
made of sugar cane and cardboard.
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GROWTH PERSPECTIVE

THE “NEW GASTRONOMY” IS HERE!

As shown by the examples identified as 
part of the research in the project “Direc-
tion: Restaurant of the Future”, sustainable 
practices are not just possible to implement 
in gastronomy. Their widespread implemen-
tation is its future.

In 2019, the authors of the report of the 
American National Restaurant Association 
(NRA) “Restaurant Industry 2030” pointed 
out two trends that would gain momentum in 
the near future. First, in light of slower labor 
growth forecasts, restaurants will compete 
with other industries for talent. This could 
encourage employers in the restaurant 
industry to offer better working conditions 
and greater benefits for long-term career 
paths and an increase in employee retention.
Second, the authors forecast an increasing 
focus on healthy food and reflecting sustain-
ability in the menu. To remain competitive, 
restaurants will need to adapt to chang-
ing dietary preferences and tastes of their 
clients. Food trends and menus will naturally 
evolve to follow the increasingly healthy and 
“green” mindset of consumers.

3 https://eatforum.org/eat-lancet-commission/the-planetary-health-diet-and-you/

Published by the EAT-Lancet Commission3 
the new global planetary diet - beneficial for 
people but also for the planet, has set a new 
direction in thinking about healthy eating.

A multidisciplinary approach to food that 
takes into account the strong links between 
the plate, the planet, people, and culture has 
also made its way into the restaurant market 
and is called “neo-” or “new” gastronomy.

Restaurant leaders across the world are 
adapting to do business in the spirit of zero 
waste and sustainability. For example, they 
serve lunches based on unused food or offer 
a seasonal menu of selected products from 
local farmers and artisan producers.

Sustainable practices are also mentioned in 
the context of work-life balance and the need 
to ensure the well-being of employees. This 
aspect was emphasized by René Redzepi, 
head of the NOMA restaurant in Copenhagen, 
which in 2021 ranked first on the World’s 50 
Best Restaurants list for the fifth time.

There is even the first guide to analyze the 
gastronomy sector in terms of sustainable 
practices, the “360° Eat Guide”. Its authors 
evaluate restaurants in two ways. Using a 
questionnaire, they assess the sustainability 
of the dishes, waste minimization, and the 
treatment of staff. Only the second, more 
“traditional” scoring is related to the level of 
gastronomy refinement.

“When it comes to business and its impact, this is long-term thinking, but as 
restaurateurs, we have a responsibility to act. We want to be in agreement. 
Since we have once invested our time in sustainable restaurants, in the future 
we will be able to choose from more sustainable venues to cooperate with”.

- CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER, KRAKOW

https://eatforum.org/eat-lancet-commission/the-planetary-health-diet-and-you/
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non-discrimination regulations
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joining too good to go and foodsie app network
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local suppliers and manufacturers
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extending product life

product management to minimize product waste
clever use of the leftovers daily menus, e.g., built from unsold products

using own garden/greenhouse
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free tap water
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the right portion size donation of food for charity
weighing waste

using all products ‘nose to tail’

reusable, home-inspired take-out packaging
reducing the amount of packaging

product delivery in reusable packaging (e.g. boxes)

use of eco-friendly cleaners - reduced detergent and water consumption

sales priorities to minimize food waste
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After completing the first stage of the 
research project “Direction: Restau-
rant of the Future”, the authors of the 
report selected 13 insights concerning 
the gastronomy industry in the “new 
normal”.
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2. MAIN RESEARCH INSIGHTS

The results of both desk research and the interviews with representatives of the HoReCa 
sector conducted as part of the project “Direction: Restaurant of the Future” identified the 
most important challenges and opportunities for the industry.

The findings have improved understanding and investigation of the status of sustainable 
practices in the HoReCa sector (also in the context of the pandemic). They have also become 
the starting point for the co-creative workshop featuring gastronomy representatives.

“It is exactly such initiatives that can create a space to promote sustainabil-
ity across the market. In the context of climate change and the pervasive, 
hopeless situation, the lack of interest from the ‘authorities’, there needs to 
be grassroots action!”

- BENIAMIN BIELECKI, OWNER OF BIBENDA, WARSAW

INSIGHT 1 | MINDSET HAMPERS CHANGES IN THE GASTRON-
OMY INDUSTRY

Running a restaurant requires versatility in management and decision making in many areas. 
As a result, restaurateurs, chefs and experienced managers often feel that they are experts 
in their job and “know best”. This mindset usually makes them less open to new knowledge 
or advice.

Additionally, they treat their experience as unique know-how, which they are reluctant to share.

“Advising restaurateurs is difficult because everyone knows best”.

- CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER, GDYNIA

“The problem with chefs is that they all have inflated egos, so big, in fact, 
that when they enter a room, it immediately occupies all the space. I believe 
this is the greatest difficulty, as chefs cannot think outside of themselves.”

- CHEF OF A 5* HOTEL
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INSIGHT 2 | CHANGE OF HABITS REQUIRES TIME AND 
COMMITMENT
The mindset of owners who have dealt with the pandemic well is a combination of ingenuity, 
mental resilience, courage, openness, commitment, and the ability to quickly analyze and draw 
conclusions. However, simply good owner decisions are not enough. Changing the attitudes 
and habits of employees requires a lot of commitment and additional time for education, e.g. 
to introduce new, more sustainable practices.

“To deal with crises, you need to be steadfast and to have a team that is 
committed and treats their workplace a bit like their own business”.

  - RESTAURATEUR, FRANCHISE OWNER

INSIGHT 3 | EXCHANGING PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE IS 
NOT POPULAR
As an industry, gastronomy is fragmented and the owners operate with no external consult-
ing. Their sources of knowledge are conferences, the Internet, books, and industry journals. 
The respondents indicated that outside of their workplace they lack an active and efficient 
professional community in Poland, which could serve as a knowledge exchange platform, also 
in the context of sustainability.

“To develop professionally, we need knowledge. Inspired by the industry confer-
ence, we decided that we needed to learn more about the changes taking place 
in gastronomy. First, you have to build awareness and learn how to obtain the 
funds, and only then can you implement sustainable measures”.

- CATERING COMPANY

INSIGHT 4 | WORKING IN GASTRONOMY IS NOT CONSIDERED 
A CAREER PATH
Gastronomy is struggling with staff shortages and high turnover. The situation is further 
exacerbated by unfavorable demographic trends and the precarious situation caused by the 
pandemic. Professional prestige is low, and it is also difficult to maintain work-life balance. 
The wages are not always adequate to the workload. The COVID-19 pandemic made working 
in the industry seen as even more unstable. To make possible career paths more attractive, 
gastronomy requires professionalization, also in terms of HR and education on the available 
career paths.
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“I point people who come to me to a number of growth paths available in the 
sector: wine pairing, management, savoir vivre etc. and they require a great 
deal of knowledge. Working in gastronomy could be a career, but it is difficult 
to plan it today. Some of my employees are asked by their families when they 
would find a “normal job”.”

- JOLANTA JURKOWLANIEC, OWNER OF DINETTE, WROCLAW 

“Those who came to me from the gastronomy sector do not necessarily want 
to come back. They realize that a supplier’s job allows them to arrange their 
private lives differently.”

- WINE SUPPLIER

INSIGHT 5 | FOOD PRODUCTS ARE NOT USED OPTIMALLY

Conscious restaurateurs understand that the maximum use of food products reduces not only 
the food cost, but also the cost of waste disposal. Therefore, they optimize the supply chain, 
use central kitchens, consider proper food storage and processing, appropriate portion sizes 
or the reuse of leftovers, and extend the life of the product.

However, in the area of practical, comprehensive solutions supporting restaurateurs in minimiz-
ing the amount of waste, there is still room for improvement. The awareness and knowledge 
on practical solutions supporting restaurateurs in minimizing waste is still low.

“Running a sustainable restaurant will have a direct impact on how you look 
at your profits. I would recommend looking rationally at their premises and 
applying at least a few sustainable ideas. Anyway, it will still be more than 
the vast majority do.”

- CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER, GDYNIA

INSIGHT 6 | LOCALITY IS A WAY TO STAND OUT
Locally-minded restaurateurs explore traditional recipes and creatively use local products. 
They also prepare their own semi-finished products, preserves, and drinks. A seasonal menu 
is attractive for customers and financially beneficial for restaurateurs. However, there is still 
no general awareness of the use of the potential of the culinary traditions of various regions 
of Poland in the industry.
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“In the Future Fifty Foods program, we have defined a list of 50 products of 
the future, i.e., both healthy and safe for the planet. Many of these products 
have been with us for ages, but we have forgotten them a bit. Now we are 
trying to educate our guests/partners/clients about them.”

- FOOD PRODUCER

INSIGHT 7 | LOCAL MANUFACTURERS ARE HARD TO WORK 
WITH
Restaurateurs and chefs see the potential in using local products as it allows them not only to 
stand out in the market, but to increase quality control as well. However, there is still a shortage 
of specialized local producers able to deliver produce fit for restaurants. Minor producers also 
have problems with smooth production and are not always able to provide the order.

“Polish producers are still learning to distribute firsthand on their own 
mistakes. The biggest barriers are related to the quality of the offer”.

 - WINE SUPPLIER
 

“When I worked in London, the pork we used was intended only for us, all year. 
We had a say in everything: what the pig ate, when the feed changed, who 
seasoned the meat. We had our own butcher in the restaurant; the product 
was fully controlled. Here, we do not have that.”

- CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER, KRAKOW

INSIGHT 8 | WASTE REDUCTION ALSO DEPENDS ON 
SUPPLIERS
Restaurants accept daily deliveries of products protected by cartons or polystyrene containers, 
which are also there to meet sanitary requirements. Some of them are quite large. Although 
most of the waste is recycled, it increases fees for waste disposal, increasing the total cost 
of business. It is increasingly difficult to find returnable options for resold products, such as 
bottled drinks. Some restaurateurs require suppliers to collect bulk containers or minimize 
the amount of packaging.

“Product packaging is the scourge of restaurants. Products arrive from suppliers in 
polystyrene and plastic, as required by regulations. It’s a nightmare!”.

- CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER, GDYNIA
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“The search for ecological packaging was an ordeal. Environmentally friendly 
plastic is three times more expensive, but all right, we will take it. Then it 
turned out that the environmentally-friendly plastic would not hold in trans-
port, and the soup would spill.”

- CATERING COMPANY

INSIGHT 9 | SELECTING TAKE-OUT PACKAGING IS DIFFICULT
Initially, in a pandemic, environmentally-friendly take-away packaging was hard to come 
by. Today the offer is extensive. When buying takeaway packaging, restaurateurs take into 
consideration not only the environment, but also the price. However, they lack knowledge 
on how to recognize which packaging is really environmentally friendly and which is not. For 
example, PLA (maize) packaging, popular in Poland, lands in mixed waste category and is then 
taken to an incineration plant.

“The thesis that the age of the plastic is coming to an end is unfounded. It 
is still necessary to ensure that people segregate trash and recycle. It’s not 
that I’m a fan of plastic. But it would do well not to cross out plastic just yet”.

- PACKAGING SUPPLIER

INSIGHT 10 | DATA IS THE NEW BLACK
Since “what gets measured, gets managed”, data collected using dedicated digital solutions 
can be used to optimize restaurant processes. After analyzing individual areas, one can identify 
those that need improvement, and then test ideas and work out new strategies. However, 
many restaurants do not do this, also due to a lack of appropriate knowledge and skills.

“We analyzed the average purchase from the first lockdown and, based on finan-
cial and marketing data, made a decision to terminate or reinforce specific actions. 
We eliminated from the menu items which had the lowest profit margin. We also 
hired people with analytical skills who were able to implement the strategy and 
ensure growth of the company in a situation with many unknown factors”.

- FRANCHISE OWNER

INSIGHT11 | RESTAURATORS ARE UNAWARE OF THE 
BENEFITS OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
There are more and more solutions available that could help restaurateurs optimize costs and 
save resources. However, restaurateurs are not willing to invest in unfamiliar solutions and 
devices, although they could be used to manage a restaurant more efficiently. They also fail to 
see the possibilities and potential for savings; their employees perform mechanical, mundane 
tasks at a time when they could attend to the quality of customer service.
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“The potential of automation is not recognized in gastronomy. Restaurateurs 
can’t see the need because they are busy with everyday to-do’s. There are 
many solutions available, and staff shortages should encourage owners to 
look for solutions that support employees.”

- AGNIESZKA MALKIEWICZ, FOR SOLUTIONS

INSIGHT 12 | CUSTOMERS WANT TO KNOW WHAT THEY EAT
During the pandemic, customer requirements regarding the quality and origin of products 
increased. Consumers structure their diets more and more consciously, paying attention to 
both the environment and the nutritional value of meals. However, restaurateurs do not have 
sufficient knowledge about the dietary needs of customers, making it difficult for them to 
adapt the restaurant offer to current preferences.

“I think in gastronomy we all have a lot of catching up to do. Before the 
pandemic, we were driving many changes, but that has changed. The world 
took a huge leap, and we stopped a bit as we struggled harder to survive.”

- FOOD PRODUCER

INSIGHT 13 | COMMON VALUES AND SUSTAINABILITY OF THE 
RESTAURANT ARE IMPORTANT FOR CUSTOMERS
Consumers want to know what they’re paying for in order to spend in places that reflect their 
values. However, most restaurateurs cannot determine and correctly name the values they 
share with their employees and customers. They neither know how to communicate them 
nor how it would translate into their financial and image success.

Restaurant owners also do not see the benefits of communicating sustainable practices 
implemented in their premises. Owners do not realize that such recognition from customers 
could give their business a strategic market advantage.
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3. IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

After completing the research part, i.e., desk 
research, interviews, and in-depth inter-
views, challenges and opportunities for the 
gastronomy industry were formulated in 
three areas: people, food, and logistics.

Among the opportunities, the profession-
alization of the gastronomy industry was 
indicated. First, the sector could become a 
place for an attractive professional career and 
second, as a long-term business partner for 
food producers and suppliers. The challenge 
remains to increase the professionalization 
of small local producers. Another identified 
opportunity is the possibility of building the 
image of a conscious and modern sector 
by minimizing waste and using innovative, 
ecological packaging.

When it comes to challenges in the area of 
human capital the identified issues include 
e.g., reluctance to share knowledge and 
experience, and the sector’s lack of appeal 
as a place to work and build a career.

In the area of food, the primary challenge 
identified is wastage. As indicated, this 
phenomenon can be counteracted by building 
a short daily menu based on local season-
al products. Shortening supply chains will 
also be important. Among the identified 
challenges, the need to address the needs 
of customers in the context of healthy eating 
was also indicated, as well as the value of 
communicating sustainable practices of the 
restaurant. They can be expressed through 
a properly composed menu, ecological 
packaging, good working conditions of the 
staff, or the selected delivery method.

In terms of logistics, the identified challen-
ges include the need to use more environ-
mentally friendly disposable packaging and 
to professionalize cooperation with smaller 
local food producers.

Among the challenges in this area was also 
the question of responding to customer 
needs in a way that uses sustainable practi-
ces in the context of survival during a difficult 
time.

“When it comes to business and its impact, this is long-term thinking, but as 
restaurateurs, we have a responsibility to act. We want to be in agreement. 
Since we have once invested our time in sustainable restaurants, in the future 
we will be able to choose from more sustainable places to cooperate with”.

- CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER, KRAKOW
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In the next stage of the project 
“Direction: Restaurant of the Future”, 
a co-creative workshop was conducted 
with the participation of experienced 
representatives of the HoReCa industry.

Its aim was to define recommended 
sustainable practices and the resulting 
benefits. As part of the session, the 
participants developed a list of 14 
practices along with the proposed first 
steps for their implementation.
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4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

Sustainable practice proposals developed during the workshop by industry 

representatives, for the industry

Short menu, 
ingredient and 
supplier lists

Educating the team in 
products, producers and 

reducing food losses

Employee as client: 
building awareness and 

empathy

Proper menu 
composition: optimal 

use of ingredients and 
their local origin

Reusable packaging

Managing waste as a 
raw material for reuse

Video training 
and a network of 

in-house influencers 
promoting sustainable 

practices

Customer education 
on sustainability and 

waste reduction

Rewarding 
the team for the 

implementation of 
sustainable practices

In-house 
production of 

ingredients
Building a 

cooperation 
network of 

catering venues

Proper inventory 
management

A daily break 
from work for a 

joint meal

Cooperation with 
local suppliers of 

high-quality products
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 1 | REWARDING THE TEAM FOR 
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES

BENEFITS

Sharing the profit of the company increases the employee’s empowerment, loyalty (“the 
company’s money is my money”) and their understanding of cause-and-effect processes. 
Thus, increased employee involvement reduces their rotation, creates a sense of communi-
ty, and builds the employer’s brand. The engagement of employees improves the customer 
experience, increasing the value of sales.

FIRST STEPS:

 D try to identify “black holes”: where does the money leech out? What do you want to 
fix or optimize? What can you gain?
 D define employee benefits (amount of bonus) and the method of verifying the results

 D talk to the team, present the benefits of the proposed solution

 D introduce changes as a pilot program - for a quarter, or a month - then evaluate it 
together with the team

 D implement the team’s suggestions - listen to their opinions/suggestions/proposals 
in the course of the pilot program and after the solution is introduced permanently

“Co-creation is the key word these days for companies that want to develop in 
accordance with their own values, as well as their guest-customers’. In order 
for each action to build appropriate and coherent experiences, it is necessary 
to define at which stage (and they should be the key ones) the team becomes 
a co-creator, and not just a task performer. This builds a sense of greater 
responsibility, followed by awareness and commitment. For the manager or 
owner who has better results, this also supports the introduction of a bonus 
system. If the team is significantly involved in the revenue generation process, 
rewarding the team builds trust, a sense of co-creation and commitment.”

- KATARZYNA MŁYNARCZYK, OWNER OF HANDELEK 
 AND CO-FOUNDER OF THE REBREAD STARTUP, KRAKOW

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 2 | EMPLOYEE AS CLIENT: 
BUILDING AWARENESS AND EMPATHY

BENEFITS

The employee bonus in the form of a voucher to “their” restaurant motivates employees in 
several areas. First, it increases their commitment and team spirit, increasing the attractive-
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ness of the employer and reducing turnover. Secondly, acting as a customer increases the 
knowledge and awareness of employees and inspires them to improve the service bottom-up.

FIRST STEPS:

 D describe in detail how the voucher works so that the rules are clear to everyone

 D present the idea to employees

 D prepare a post-visit evaluation survey of the restaurant

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 3 | EDUCATING THE TEAM IN 
PRODUCTS, PRODUCERS AND REDUCING FOOD LOSSES

BENEFITS

Employees’ increased knowledge of the origin of the ingredients of the dishes and the sources 
of prices increases respect for the products used and improves the quality of customer service. 
The desire to reduce food waste also boosts the creativity of chefs in creating the menu. For 
employees, visits to the producers are not only educational, but also integrate the team.

FIRST STEPS:

 D identify gaps in staff knowledge of sustainable policy

 D choose the key aspects you want to work on

 D measure raw material losses in the kitchen

 D plan training, visit trips, create a schedule of educational activities for employees

 D develop with your team an action plan to reduce losses

 D leave room for employees to implement changes

 D monitor, evaluate and continuously improve the process

 D introduce training for new employees

“Krowarzywa’s team is very committed to reducing waste. We even had cases 
of some minor “pathologies”, e.g. a customer was served a burnt bun because 
our staff were so careful not to throw food away. Sustainable practices are 
primarily about education and raising awareness of young people. I believe 
there is hope in them.”

- KRZYSZTOF BOŻEK, OWNER OF KROWARZYWA
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 4 | A DAILY BREAK FROM WORK 
FOR A JOINT MEAL

BENEFITS

Employee bonus in the form of a zero waste lunch is an effective way to increase the commit-
ment and sense of agency of chefs. Cooking a meal for “their own” not only stimulates the 
creativity of chefs, but also strengthens the team spirit. A joint meal is also an opportunity for 
reflection and education. This internal ritual can also be used to promote zero waste dishes, 
as well as the chefs themselves, on social media.

FIRST STEPS:

 D estimate the food cost of the dish

 D arrange an hour/half hour break for the entire restaurant staff, to allow them to eat 
your zero waste lunch.

 D create a duty roster for chefs responsible for the preparation of the dish

 D teach the chefs the basic assumptions of constructing zero waste dishes

“Integration is very important. Mutual affection and understanding are direct-
ly reflected in the profits of our restaurant”.

- KATARZYNA WOŹNICKA, MICE PARTNER

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 5 | VIDEO TRAINING AND A 
NETWORK OF IN-HOUSE INFLUENCERS PROMOTING 
SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES

BENEFITS

Including the video and InstaStory form training and creating an in-house network of influenc-
ers allows for efficient transfer of information and increases its availability at times suitable 
for employees, without the need to arrange training meetings. Once developed, the video is 
standardized in terms of content, and at the same time remains a low-cost and accessible 
training material. Creating promotional content also increases employee involvement.

FIRST STEPS:

 D make sure you have equipment of appropriate quality - a good smartphone is enough
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 D create a team training plan and if necessary, hire a specialist

 D establish internal communication channels for the team

 D start with a short video describing how the chef prepares one of the dishes and share 
it in internal communication channels

“It is important that employees feel included in the change and not think that 
I am a crazy owner who has buckets of money and a bunch of ideas, and that 
I want to trick them. I want them to feel that this is their idea: continuous 
involvement of the team in developing solutions.”

- - JOLANTA JURKOWLANIEC, OWNER OF THE DINETTE RESTAURANT, WROCLAW

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 6 | PROPER MENU COMPOSITION: 
OPTIMAL USE OF INGREDIENTS AND THEIR LOCAL ORIGIN

BENEFITS

The offer of dishes based on local ingredients allows obtaining a favorable food cost and 
returning to healthy eating habits. Building a menu according to the principle of “less is more” 
also increases creativity in building small dish forms.

In turn, the elimination of imported ingredients reduces the carbon footprint in the supply 
chain and provides a clear, sustainable approach to food experience.

FIRST STEPS:

 D make a list of the necessary resources

 D talk to the staff and encourage them to treat the products with greater respect; as 
the owner/chef, set a good example yourself

 D hire a chef who can compose a balanced menu

 D ensure access to educational materials, equipment and high-quality products

 D reinforce the attitude among employees that the menu is a showcase not only of the 
restaurant, but also of themselves and their views

“The point is for guests to know that by eating, they are also supporting 
sustainability. I am not a fan of giving it all in a single menu. In addition, it is 
good for the chefs to also enjoy what they do.”

- MIKOŁAJ BATOR, OWNER OF ZAKWASOWNIA, GDANSK
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 7 | SHORT MENU, INGREDIENT 
AND SUPPLIER LISTS

BENEFITS

Fewer vendors, fewer ingredients and their local origin allows getting the best out of the 
food cost. It means less waste, as well as time, space, and cost savings, for a reduced carbon 
footprint. This approach also proves that the restaurant consciously responds to the needs 
of guests, e.g. To the growing vegetarian trend, and can surprise them with tailored novelties 
on the menu.

FIRST STEPS:

 D talk to the staff and encourage them to treat the products with greater respect; as 
the owner/chef, set a good example yourself

 D hire a chef who can compose a balanced menu

 D ensure access to educational materials, equipment and high-quality products

 D reinforce the attitude among employees that the menu is a showcase not only of the 
restaurant, but also of themselves and their views

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 8 | COOPERATION WITH LOCAL 
SUPPLIERS OF HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTS

BENEFITS

Cooperation with local suppliers of high-quality products, including seasonal, improves the 
taste and quality of the dishes served. In addition, with a shortened supply chain, the products 
stay fresh longer and the restaurant has control over the production process. Cooperation 
with selected local companies builds long-term relationships and allows for price negotiation. 
Support for local suppliers could result in promotion on their part. Please note that such a 
model of cooperation is more ecological and can serve as an educational and promotional 
element in the restaurant.

FIRST STEPS:

 D establish a direct relationship with local farmers and producers

 D don’t hesitate to promote the local products on the menu and in your communication
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“We go to a Poznan city farm every week and we dig up the vegetables 
ourselves. This is what we base our lunch menu on. The chefs participate, 
picking vegetables themselves and packing the boxes in the car, which gives 
an amazing effect. We managed to limit orders from external companies 
and, additionally, these are deliveries that do not require cooling lines nor 
packaging. We operate based on trust, with no complex accounting. You can 
also rent a part of the farm and grow whatever you want”.

- TOMASZ TARKOWSKI, MANAGER AT CONCORDIA DESIGN, POZNAN

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 9 | BUILDING A COOPERATION 
NETWORK OF CATERING VENUES

BENEFITS

Building a network of cooperating venues, jointly organizing deliveries, and sharing equipment 
reduces costs both for restaurateurs and producers, not only for the businesses, but also for 
the environment. Cooperation also provides access to a wider range and better quality of 
products, as well as those less available to retail customers. It also increases the certainty 
of the quality and organic nature of products and reduces the carbon footprint. Voluntary 
networking of catering businesses for cooperation builds a community and creates space for 
exchanging knowledge. It also builds a positive image of the restaurants.

FIRST STEPS:

 D reach out to your neighbors and share your list of suppliers with them

 D do not hesitate to offer cooperation, and accept it from others

 D offer to share deliveries or exchange products

 D share best practices

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 10 | MANAGING WASTE AS A RAW 
MATERIAL FOR REUSE

BENEFITS

Waste that cannot function as a full-fledged product in the menu can become a raw material 
used not only in gastronomy. Skilful management of these products (e.g. used coffee beans 
or bread scraps) enables a profitable barter exchange between stakeholders in the ecosys-
tem. It is not only environmentally-friendly (reducing the carbon footprint), but also builds a 
pro-environmental image of the premises.
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FIRST STEPS:

 D find a farmer or producer who is interested in such an exchange

 D consider where you can reuse the waste produced in your premises (what purpose 
can they serve)

 D establish barter cooperation with a food producer

 D determine the amount of waste and ways to creatively manage it

“The hotel produces massive quantities of coffee grounds. We have a local 
blueberry producer near Warsaw, who collects coffee grounds to sprinkle 
blueberry bushes, and we barter for the blueberries sprinkled with this ferti-
lizer”.

 JAKUB EMANUEL MALEC, CHEF AT NOVOTEL WARSAW, ACCOR

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 11 | IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION OF 
INGREDIENTS

BENEFITS

Arranging city farms, striving for independence through in-house production of bread, herbs, or 
brews is a potential optimization of production and delivery costs (requiring prior investment). 
Product leftovers can be used to produce short product lines, e.g. preserves or alcohol. In-house 
production increases the credibility and transparency of the venue. It is not only a source of 
additional income, but it also increases awareness and respect for products among employees. 
It teaches them waste management and builds a sense of community and empowerment. It 
also supports long-term thinking in business management, builds fixed assets, and increases 
control over income/expense management from start to finish.

FIRST STEPS:

 D specify raw materials and access to them

 D refer to your DNA: what is worth producing, but also what would significantly optimize 
the costs of resource management?

 D analyze the market/prices (cost vs. sales)

 D get ready for implementation of POS systems

 D organize a team tour of the food production site, involving as many people as possible 
in building awareness and co-creating the product

 D plan communication with clients step by step
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“The standard of introducing efficient solutions and managing reduced waste 
amounts should be implemented in all restaurants. This builds the credibility 
of the venue as one where products are treated with respect, both by the staff 
and by the guest. From experience running a place that has a circular product 
management policy (mainly managing bread and baked goods to always have 
them on the menu), I know that such practice also brings cost benefits and 
revenue optimization. Many guests treat the purchase of dishes/products 
from stale bread as part of their experience. The use of this product becomes 
a shared mission. Focusing not on processing but on production should be a 
part of the operation of every restaurant that has become a producer during 
the pandemic.”

– KATARZYNA MŁYNARCZYK, OWNER OF THE RESTAURANT HANDELEK 
 AND CO-FOUNDER OF THE STARTUP REBREAD, KRAKOW

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 12 | REUSABLE PACKAGING

BENEFITS

Use of reusable packaging, washing containers and returning them to suppliers requires a clear 
labeling and management system. However, reducing the number of disposable packaging in 
this way allows reducing costs not only for producers but also for waste collectors and reduces 
the carbon footprint.

FIRST STEPS:

 D arrange with the supplier that deliveries be made in reusable containers; if necessary, 
share the cost of introducing such a solution, or obtain funding for this purpose

 D require such a solution from suppliers and explain long-term savings

 D make a test and share the results of your observations

“The concept of reuse must involve our guests. A jar is not good for the planet 
if it is not used several dozen times. Success will be there if we introduce a 
trend to reuse them or have people return them”.

- ADAM HALACZKIEWICZ, SZAMANIE W DRODZE
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 13 | CUSTOMER EDUCATION ON 
SUSTAINABILITY AND WASTE REDUCTION

BENEFITS

Educational activities for restaurant customers in the context of sustainable food increase 
their awareness and thus trust in the restaurant/brand. Customers participate in building a 
better future for the restaurant. They are not “only” guests, but they have a genuine impact 
on the venue and express their appreciation by patronizing it. Educational activities increase 
the range of information and its impact, building the credibility and image of a restaurant.

Education can start simple; for example, to encourage your buffet guests to help themselves 
to food in smaller portions and return for seconds, print and hang a suitable message poster. 
In this way you can also inform customers that they would have to pay for uneaten portions.

FIRST STEPS:

 D define your goals and mission

 D identify the possible and necessary resources to implement this practice

 D determine the real and measurable effects of each event

 D create a clear, specific slogan of the event (the so-called. “big idea”)

 D define goals and indirect results, as well as impact indicators of the event on all 
stakeholders: employees and customers

“The idea is that guests should know that by eating in a restaurant they 
also support its practices. They should feel that they are part of a certain 
path taken by the restaurant that has a positive impact on the environment 
so that they feel that through the pleasure of visiting a restaurant they can 
also make conscious choices to be part of the solution to an environmental 
problem and not only its cause”.

- KATARZYNA WOŹNICKA, MICE PARTNER

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 14 | PROPER INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT

BENEFITS

Inventory planning and optimization of the amount of ingredients ensure that the products 
used in the restaurant are always fresh. By storing fewer products, power consumption is 
reduced and less funds are frozen as goods.
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FIRST STEPS:

 D analyze the consumption of each product

 D measure the available space in cold stores and warehouses, and determine what 
products to store, where, and in what quantity

 D act according to the FIFO (First In, First Out) principle

 D start reducing the quantity of ordered goods

OTHER RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

Sustainable practices developed during the workshop also included supporting the team in 
learning and developing skills, reinforced by professional HR activities to increase the attract-
iveness of gastronomy as an industry.

Among the sustainable ideas proposed by the workshop participants were: the use of leftover 
dishes to compose a daily menu (buffet/brunch), resignation from the exotic in favor of explor-
ing the local tradition, and transparent visualization of the cost of the balanced menu. According 
to participants, the promotion of sustainable activities should be treated as part of the DNA 
of a catering brand and owners should obtain knowledge of financing them.

The workshop participants also pointed to the need to designate a space for waste manage-
ment and to introduce waste monitoring devices.
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Using leftovers to 
compose a daily menu 

(buffet/brunch)

Acquiring 
knowledge on the 
financing sustain-

able activities

Improving the 
appeal of gastron-

omy as a career 
(benefits)

A separate space 
for waste manage-

ment

Transparent cost 
visualization of a 
balanced menu

Resignation 
from the exotic in 
favor of exploring 

local traditions

Including 
sustainable actions 
in the brand policy/

DNA

Promoting sustain-
able practices and 

building B2B and B2C 
communities

Support for 
learning and 

development of 
team’s skills

Introduction of 
waste monitoring 

devices

Professionaliza-
tion of HR activities: 
planning the career 
path and structured 

feedback

OTHER PROPOSALS 
FOR SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES FOR HoReCa 
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5. CONCLUSIONS
 The findings of the research and co-creative workshops presented in the report are a set of 
sustainable and responsible practices that guide the Restaurant of the Future. The conclusions 
clearly indicate that the implementation of sustainable practices brings long-term benefits. 
These include not only measurable savings, but also enhancing the venue’s image, both for 
customers and employees, as well as environmental protection.

 

The above list of practices can inspire industry representatives to increase their level of sustain-
ability in their venues and businesses, also by including sustainable activities in the business 
strategy. The proposed list could also become the foundation for further discussion and 
exchange of experiences of HoReCa stakeholders.
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PROJECT “DIRECTION: RESTAURANT OF THE FUTURE”

This report presents the results of the qualitative research and a co-creative process carried 
out under the EIT Food project “Direction: Restaurant of the Future”. The aim of the project 
was to understand the main challenges facing the gastronomy sector in 2021 and to develop 
sustainable practices for future use by industry representatives.

The project was carried out from June to September 2021 and involved stakeholders from 
the HoReCa industry at every stage of the project: from defining its goals to developing a 
list of sustainable activities. The context of the pandemic, as well as the new regulations 
related to the introduction of the EU Green Deal and the guidelines for the HoReCa sector at 
the European level (The EU Code of Conduct on Responsible Food Business and Marketing 
Practices) aimed also at making the industry more sustainable, were of key importance for 
the implementation of the research and co-creation of the practices. As part of the project, 
challenges and opportunities for the HoReCa sector were identified, and a list of 14 sustain-
able and ready-to-use practices for restaurants was developed.

ABOUT THE PROJECT AND ITS METHODOLOGY

The project was based on the participatory design methodology, taking into account the 
knowledge of future users at every stage of the process - in this case restaurateurs and 
chefs. In some phases of the project, the perspective of key stakeholders who can impact 
the implementation of sustainable practices in the HoReCa sector, e.g. suppliers, food and 
packaging producers, was also taken into account.

Scoping - workshop
with the representatives 

of the sector

Desk research 
Qualitative research, 

Interviews (IDI)

Co-creative Workshop
14 HoReCa 

representatives 
25 sustainable practices

Report
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THE ENTIRE PROJECT INCLUDED THE FOLLOWING PHASES:

PHASE III: 

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

As part of the qualitative study, 11 in-depth qualitative inter-
views (IDI) were conducted with representatives of the HoReCa 
industry, which helped to understand the current situation in 
Poland. Among the respondents were chefs, restaurant owners, 
representatives of suppliers, waiters, as well as representatives 
of food and packaging producers. In addition, the authors were 
able to collect complementary research material from 10 indus-
try representatives in the form of short interviews conducted 
using the guerrilla research technique during industry events.

PHASE I: 

SCOPING

During the scoping workshop, the project 
team, together with industry repre-
sentatives, identified the main research 
questions, defined the profiles of the 
respondents and selected research 

methods.

PHASE II: 

DESK RESEARCH

As part of desk research, available materi-
als, reports, and publications referring to 
both the Polish and international context 
were analyzed. For a list of sources includ-

ed, see the “Find out more” section.
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The following persons took part in the in-depth interviews:

1. Chef at a 5-star hotel

2. Chef and owner of two restaurants 
in Gdynia

3. Chef and co-owner of a restaurant 
in Krakow

4. Owner of a restaurant in Wrocław

5. Owner of a restaurant chain (21 
locations)

6. Owners of a catering company in 
Krakow

7. Owner of a restaurant in Krakow

8. Managing director in a gastronomy 
wine supplier company

9. Professional waiter

10. Marketing manager in a 
gastronomy packaging distributor 
company

11. Marketing manager in a food 
producing company

A unique supplement to the research material collected in this part of the project were inter-
views with stakeholders of the HoReCa industry in Poland, collected by FOR Solutions in the 
e-book “Gastro-pamiętnik z pandemii 2020/21” [Gastro-diary of the pandemic 2020/21]. The 
interviews focused mainly on the impact of COVID-19 on the sector, but were an interesting 
complement to the broader perspective adopted in the EIT Food project “Direction: Restaurant 
of the Future”.

PHASE IV: 

CO-CREATION

After analyzing the research material, the co-creation phase 
of the project commenced. It consisted of developing a list of 
sustainable implementable practices for the HoReCa indus-
try. To this end, an online workshop was conducted, featur-
ing 14 industry representatives. The workshop work was 
carried out in 3 groups led by facilitators and was divided into 
2 stages. The first stage focused on creating a list of ideas 
for sustainable practices in a restaurant and the second, on 
determining measurable benefits and first steps. The result 

of this stage is a list of 14 recommended practices 
ready to implement in gastronomy.
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WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

Mikołaj Bator, Zakwasownia 
Vegan & Organic

Beniamin Bielecki, 
Bibenda

Przemysław Błaszczyk

Krzysztof Bożek, 
Krowarzywa

Adam Drozdowski,  
Partner Center

Adam Halaczkiewicz, 
Szamanie w drodze

Jolanta Jurkowlaniec, 
Dinette

Piotr Krupa, 
MRZ

Ziemowit Majewski, 
City Park Poznań

Jakub Emanuel Malec, 
Accor

Agnieszka Małkiewicz, 
FOR Solutions

Katarzyna Młynarczyk, 
Handelek

Agnieszka Radzik

Katarzyna Rogowska, 
Amfora

Tomasz Tarkowski, 
Concordia Design

Katarzyna Woźnicka, 
Mice Partner

NEXT STEPS

HoReCa is an important element of the value chain of the agri-food sector. Therefore, EIT Food 
CLC NE intends to continue its activities for the benefit of this industry. An important step 
will be to enhance the exchange of experiences and practices at the international level. The 
first activities have already been initiated in cooperation with the Danish Cultural Institute, 
the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Office in Latvia, the Embassy of the Kingdom of Denmark in 
Lithuania, and the EIT Food Hubs network in the Baltic countries. They included organizing 
conferences and events as part of the Great Taste - Zero Waste event, held in Riga in October 
2021.

The report was prepared by the project team of EIT Food in cooperation with 
FOR Solutions, Design Provision and Contelia.com.
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